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5

Abstract6

As a social phenomenon, the politically correct is very recent and operate in the perspective of7

defending the individual rights of marginalized segments. In this context, the object of this8

study refers to the politically correct language (PCL), which can be defined as the process of9

substitution of stigmatized variants for others that are considered positive or neutral. Thus,10

the purpose of this paper is to present the euphemism as an internal mechanism of functioning11

of the PCL, justified by the need to reflect on prestige variants in three semantic fields:12

disability, blackness and homosexuality. The corpus covers online collection of the newspaper13

Folha de S. Paulo, an important Brazilian journal. As a result, euphemism in PCL: i) softens14

pejorative meanings, ii) inscribe new meanings in variants in use, iii) is also associated with15

technical variants in areas such as health and law, and finally iv) can also be exaggerated,16

contributing to other negative meanings.17

18

Index terms— euphemism, politically correct language, disability, blackness, homosexuality19

1 I. Introduction20

he language, taken as a dialogic process, reveals interaction as an important precondition because through it21
involvement of partners with the text happens, be it written or spoken, each one with specific features. One of22
the fundamental characteristics of the interaction is, therefore, reciprocity, which creates common contexts and23
produces, in practice, meanings from the language and its structure. ??arthes (2000), in this line of reasoning,24
emphasizes that the language is, practically -at the same time -, a social institution and a system of values.25
The language, while social institution, is a collective agreement, the social part, in which an individual, alone,26
cannot modify it. As a system of values, a language ”is made of a certain number of elements, each one is at the27
same time the equivalent of a given quantity of things and a term of a larger function, in which are found, in a28
differential order, other correlative values [...]” ??Barthes, 1986, p. 14).29

In a social perspective of language, Monteiro (2000, p. 16) emphasizes that its role of ”establishing social30
contacts and the social role that it plays to convey information about the speaker, both constitute a proof that31
there is an intimate relationship between language and society”. Lefebvre (1966) corroborates this reasoning, for32
whom the language should not be separated from the society that originates it. ”How to understand the Greek33
language without the Greek society, the Latin without Rome, and romanity, and latinity?” ??Lefebvre, 1966, p.34
28).35

To ??efebvre (1966, p. 35), ”the language can no longer conceive itself as a bag of words”, nor can it be36
centered in the ”concept of language-repertoire that is based on simplistic thesis that the whole world is ordered,37
before the vision the men have”. This means that the world is not structured in stages and that people use38
language (as one of these stages have already structured) to be something in society.39

[...] the existence of language has nothing to do with hypothetical or speculative. It is social and practice.40
If, on the one hand, its internal structure allows you to better define the rationality, on the other hand, it has41
a reality. It is the real human, or at least an important part and perhaps characteristic (or essential) of such a42
reality ??Lefebvre, 1966, p. 37). This research is in the social perspective of language-speech relation and its43
objective is to present the euphemism as an internal mechanism of functioning of the politically correct language44
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2 II. THE POLITICALLY CORRECT

(PCL). This study is justified by the need to reflect on variants of prestige in three semantic fields: disability,45
blackness and homosexuality.46

The corpus of this study considers the online acquis from the newspaper Folha de S.Paulo (São Paulo47
Newspaper), very important in Brazil. The Group Folha began his business career in 1921 with the Night48
News. In 1925, the morning edition of the newspaper was created: the Morning News. In 1949, a new daily49
newspaper was created: Afternoon News. In January 1960, the three titles were incorporated into one, becoming50
Folha de S.Paulo.51

The newspaper Folha de S.Paulo, as a corpus, is justified for (i) its importance in Brazilian scenario, (ii)52
having one of the largest circulations among the printed newspapers of the country (the largest circulation in53
2017, according to the Circulation Verification Institute (CVI), (iii) the reciprocal linguistic influence between54
newspaper and society. When the newspaper uses an official variant, it encourages society to use it, and when55
society consolidates a variant, the newspaper uses it.56

2 II. The Politically Correct57

The politically correct is a recent social phenomenon whose origin can be dated, in Brazil, from the 1990s. While58
movement, this behavior has received foreign influence, mainly in the United States. It is in the context of the59
defense of civil rights that this phenomenon should be understood. The struggle for human rights in the United60
States was strengthened by ethnic prejudice and racial segregation present in North-American society.61

As a result of claims, affirmative policies that aim to create opportunities especially for blacks in various62
sectors arise in the United States. These actions aim to correct racial inequalities, characteristic strengthened63
over the centuries, including the enslavement of African communities worldwide.64

There is no consensus among researchers about the origin of the politically correct while behavior, but there65
are important clues in the few researches about the theme. The first record of the term politically correct is not66
associated with the current understanding. The term was used in 1793, in a decision of the Court of the USA in67
the case Chrisholm X Georgia. The conclusion comes from researcher ??tod?lková (2007, p. 11), who that the68
term was used opinatedly without reference to its meaning in the context of the decision.69

According to the author, even if the concept of politically correct has been consolidated more recently, some70
hypotheses refer the roots of the term, as it is designed in the present day, to the theorist and Russian politician71
Vladimir Lenin.72

The establishment of PC is here seen as a decisive ideological criterion of Marxism-Leninism which was applied73
to a written discourse, as well as the spoken one. The criterion enforced restrictions on verbal spontaneity and74
skepticism and lead to the parties attempts to police free thinking. The character of such ideology is sometimes75
mentioned by critics of the PC in last two decades as resembling PC principles ??Stod?lková, 2007, p. 11).76

Stod?lková (2007) affirms that there is another argument for believing that the Marxist-Leninist stream is77
regarded as one of the pillars of the politically correct. It is the concept of Lenin’s politicheskaya pravil’nost, in78
1917. From the Russian, the author translates to English as political correctness. ”Lenin’s concept is an explicit79
reference to right/wrong, correct/incorrect from a political point of view” (Stod?lková, 2007, p. 12).80

If, on the one hand, the politically correct, in its origin, is associated with the behavior, i.e., with the attitude81
while action, understood in a political dimension, on the other hand, it is important to note that this mechanism82
interferes directly in the language, after all the language in use is not disassociated from the behavior, be it83
individual, be it collective. Through language people express ideas, manifest, communicate, propagate ideologies,84
exchange experiences, finally talk and interact with each other. This proposal is supported by Lenin’s concept85
politicheskaya pravil’nost, therefore it is a controversial issue that raises unconditional defense and aggressive86
attack.87

The advocates of this modality believe that replacing the expressions would contribute to attenuate prejudice,88
whatever order (social class and origin, race or ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation, age, among others) and89
to promote respect and human rights. Now the opponents of the modality ensure that PCL restricts the ability90
of expression and promotes censorship to try to regulate linguistic variants of the universe of speakers.91

In language development, it is worth highlighting the role of linguistic belief as a means of motivation for the92
use of variants which determine an attitude interfering in linguistic behavior. This is a mental procedure that is93
not necessarily conscious. This means that, if a speaker believes that a particular variant harms his interlocutor,94
he seeks, in its linguistic repertoire, another way tending to soften, smooth out the negative direction already95
consolidated in the previous variant.96

On that subject, it is worth highlighting the role of euphemism in the production of politically correct variant.97
More than just a figure of speech, this feature seems to be a structuring element of variants of this modality.98
??oreno-Fernandez (2009, p. 197) does not deal with politically correct, but recognizes that euphemism has the99
role to dispel the unpleasant and what offends people.100

According to the author, the causes of the euphemism are verified in various circumstances, as more formal or101
informal style; respectful treatment to other people; fear, admiration and respect; and to smooth out insults. Not102
by coincidence, the figure of speech euphemism is regarded as ”any softened or understated way of expressing103
certain facts or ideas whose rawness can hurt” (Dubois, Giacomo, Guespin, Marcellesi, Marcellesi & Mevel, 2006).104

The politically correct is not a system or rule, nor law to be fulfilled from legal devices. It is more for a105
rational and aware proposal of behaviors including linguistic ones that affect mainly vulnerable social groups106
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such as homosexuals, blacks, persons with disabilities, indigenous people, children and teens, people experiencing107
homelessness, among others.108

3 III. Variants for Person with Disabilities109

Deficient and disabled came to be, over time, in Brazilian Portuguese, stigmatized variants and their linguistic110
usage is not recommended. In the first case, it is considered a stigmatized variant by government agencies for111
being a ”generalizing, inadequate treatment [...] Having a disability does not make a person invalid or incapable”112
??Queiroz, 2004, p. 14). Already in the second case, the disabled (literally bearer of deficiency in Portuguese)113
presents stigma by PCL because it treats the disability not as characteristic of the individual, but as something114
portable. There is no portability for the deficiency.115

In this sense, the recommended by PCL is person with disabilities. One can note that the use of person116
humanizes variant because it leads to someone with feelings and emotions, life experiences, desires, dreams and117
frustrations. This means to say that the variant meaning core is the person and not their disability, which can118
be considered as any other characteristic inherent to the human being.119

Even in negative approaches, such as the physical violence, the variant person with disabilities presents positive120
valency 1 Excerpt 1 , i.e., the use of this form has prestigious character. An example can be found in the report121
”A psychologist with paralysis says she suffers violence at home and outside home,” 11/11/2013. The report122
discusses the history of a psychologist, Fatima (fictitious name), 56 years old, which suffers from various types123
of violence at home and outside home (Excerpt 1). Her physical disability is the result of an aneurysm.124

”As I was leaving for the public space, I was becoming more exposed to aggression, both caused by physical125
barriers and attitude barriers of people,” says psychologist. [...] ”Today I note that any reaction of a person with126
disabilities becomes, for others, synonymous with madness,” says Fatima (Marques, 2013a). 2 The linguistic form127
person is used in various circumstances to designate other deficiencies. The variant deaf person can be regarded128
as a euphemism for the deaf, besides deaf is a variant form of prestige, and not stigmatized. The term deaf is129
marked as correct by Andi (2003) and Queiroz (2004).130

One can notice euphemism in the variant deaf person in another example. ”According to the IBGE, the city131
of São Paulo has 516 thousand inhabitants with hearing disabilities, which involves deaf people who speak Libras132
[Brazilian Sign Language], deaf oralized (who make lip-reading), people with hearing difficulties [...]” (Marques,133
2016).134

If deaf is a variant of prestige advocated by the deaf community, why use a euphemism, as recorded in deaf135
people? Two causes can explain. Firstly, the form person from the variant person with disabilities influences the136
formation of new terms. Secondly, many do not know that deaf is considered politically correct and call for the137
euphemism to overreact. This way you can even have a pejorative bias.138

The PCL is not a homogeneous or linear social phenomenon. It is fragmented and sometimes confused when139
one abuses the euphemism usage. In an attempt to establish the status, the exaggeration exchanging one term140
for another can lead to stigma, becoming more derogatory than the original variant.141

Initially, the variant person with deafness might be understood as a euphemistic derogatory form to deaf.142
However, it is not what happens, since its context establishes levels for deafness, i.e., it highlights the hearing143
deficiency in its different degrees.144

In a report on developments in a trade fair for people with disabilities, the text of a photography description145
informs that a ”device allows people with mild and moderate deafness to spend four months without worrying146
about the equipment, which is inserted in the inner part of the ear” (Marques, 2013b).147

When it comes to disability, the form person from person with disabilities influences the formation of148
other variants. The report ”Fernando de Noronha makes changes to be accessible to tourists with disabilities,149
06/02/2013,” registers six occurrences for quadriplegic, which would be equivalent to deficient, since the meaning150
of the variant is consolidated by the deficiency. The report records, once, the occurrence of quadriplegic people151
(Excerpt 2).152

4 Excerpt 2153

”When I entered that wonderful sea, the impression was that my body took on another shape and that I was154
someone else, with much more movement,” says the Swiss Michael Peneveyle, 46. He is the director of the NGO155
Wheels of Freedom and one of the first quadriplegic people with restricted movements below the neck to swim156
in the waters of Sueste beach, in Fernando de Noronha (Pernambuco, Brazil), the quieter side of the archipelago157
and which is now fully accessible (Marques, 2013c).158

If, on the one hand, quadriplegic person is a variant to refer to a person with permanent disability, since159
quadriplegia has no cure, on the other hand, there are situations in which the use of the form person can also160
refer to situations in which the disability is temporary. In Excerpt 3, people in wheel chairs suggests that this is161
not necessarily a wheelchair user, someone with permanent disability, but a situation of reduced mobility, as an162
old-aged person or someone recovering from surgical procedure.163
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10 EXCERPT 7

5 Excerpt 3164

There, in the exclusive garage of secretary Fernando Grella Vieira and other members of the security summit,165
”preferential entry” for people in wheel chairs has been installed. Around the building, the sidewalks are narrow166
and do not have tactile floor yet, which guides the blind to entries (Woodville, 2014).167

Once more, the variant person pulls the sense for itself, humanizing the condition of those who have movements168
restriction, leaving in the background the sense of permanent or temporary disability. One can, also, note that169
the use of the form person is associated to its own variant person with disabilities; regardless of its condition, it170
is a person, a person who has desires, dreams and projects.171

6 IV. Variants for Black172

The variant black, in Brazilian Portuguese, is a categorical variant and of prestige. It occurs in different situations,173
being used by militants of the black movement and out of militancy. It is recorded in facts and events both174
positive and negative, in the text of the reporter, in the headline produced by the editor and the declarations of175
the interviewees.176

As a prestigious variant for black, let us take some headlines as examples: a) ”Blacks occupy only 18%177
of elite positions, according to survey,” 06/08/2015; b) ”USP students protest in favor of quotas for blacks in178
universities,” 04/30/2015; c) ”Police postpones reconstitution of assault on black security guard in Carrefour from179
Osasco (SP),” 07/28/2010. The examples show that it is a prestigious variant, even if the context of occurrence180
has a negative valence because of the origin of the fact or event, such as the death of a black security guard.181

If, on the one hand, the black variant is consolidated as a prestige variant of the PCL, on the other, it ends182
up being used as a stigmatized form to offend men or women. This shift of meaning can be seen in the report183
”Market customer in SP is called ’peripheral black’ in row fight,” 12/07/2017 (Excerpt 4).184

7 Excerpt 4185

Tempers were still high when the man shouted, ”you peripheral black, get out of here,” among other curses.186
The retiree denies racial injury but admits aggression. [...] ”I couldn’t stand it and I punched him in the face.187
Unfortunately, I lost my mind,” said the retiree. ”But I didn’t even call him black, because he is not black. He188
is brown. I’m not a racist. My partner, with whom I lived eight years, is black,” he says (Zylberkan, 2017).189

The euphemistic uses for the black variant are also detected associated with the form person. In Excerpt 5,190
the report addresses murder statistics when comparing black’s and white’s reality in Brazil.191

8 Excerpt 5192

The possibility of a black person being murdered in Brazil is 87% higher than that of a white person. The datum193
is revealed in a survey by professors Gláucio Soares and Doriam Borges, from Cândido Mendes University, Rio194
de Janeiro (Monken, 2004).195

The exaggerated use of euphemism in the context of blackness is evidenced by two very significant examples:196
someone with black complexion and a blackskinned person. These forms explicitly present the euphemism’s197
mechanism for softening the meanings of the word itself. The report ”Precinct chief says investigations into198
Eliza’s Disappearance are advanced,” 07/16/2010, refers to the case of goalkeeper Bruno, accused of killing Eliza199
Samudio.200

In Excerpt 6, the precinct chief investigating the disappearance, in direct quotation, uses the variant someone201
with black complexion.202

9 Excerpt 6203

”Asked about the divergences in the physical characteristics of the person he identified as the executor, he said204
that the person he referred to as Neném would be someone with black complexion, because he wanted to ’flummox’205
the press, because he knew the facts would be published. The fear of the performer frightens him and leads him206
back to a real horror movie,” said the precinct chief [Ana Maria dos Santos] (Folha Online, 2010).207

Excerpt 7 addresses the variant black-skinned person whose context is an interview with the maid Simone208
Andr Diniz. She was a victim of racial discrimination in responding to a job posting. The variant presents senses209
softened by the action of the euphemism.210

10 Excerpt 7211

Folha -When you called, did you think you could change the opinion of the ad author?212
Simone -I thought it could have been a mistake. But that was not it. They really didn’t want to. They didn’t213

want a black-skinned person at all (Penteado, 2006).214
In the field of blackness, there is an interesting linguistic phenomenon. The diminutive can be a linguistically215

euphemistic resource for bringing the interlocutors closer and even revealing a loving variant among friends, so216
it is considered prestigious in Brazil, besides our ipsis litteris translations shows the opposite: the use of the217
diminutive in different linguistic variants, such as blackie, niggerling and darky, respectively pretinho, neguinho218
and escurinho, since it seems there is no corresponding form in English: loving and euphemistic, depending on219
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the context. However, analysis of the context of occurrence reveals stigma because its use is in the context of220
prejudice or discrimination, as in Excerpt 8, which demonstrates the use of niggerling people to offend.221

11 Excerpt 8222

According to Luiz Guilherme Carvalho, partner of Belini Bakery, the woman complained about the amount paid223
for the snack (about R$ 8 Reais, around $2) and, when approached by the manager, black, triggered verbal224
aggressions. ”She started screaming ’you are a lot of black thief, niggerling’. Everyone in the store has stopped.225
Our nutrition technique, also black, approached the client to try to calm her down, and the client said ’another226
black woman, naughty, wanting to rob me’ , ” said the bakery partner (Folha Online, 2013).227

The form blacky also appears in a pejorative context. In the report ”Professor accused of racism by228
undergraduate accepts settlement in process,” 6/1/2005, one undergraduate reports the prejudice suffered in229
the classroom when the teacher used prejudiced forms. ”According to the student, in June 2004, during a230
class, the teacher used racist expressions like [...] ’little black dress’, besides telling a joke” (Corrêa, 2005). In231
Portuguese, there are two main ways of using diminutive: by adding little before the noun or by adding suffix232
-inho.233

The form darky does not consist of a variation for ethnicity and is not even related to the color of the skin as234
black and white. Football is in Brazil a means of social ascension for many young black people. This is the case235
of the soccer player Alex Barbosa de Azevedo Terra. In December 2001, Alex scored for Rio de Janeiro the first236
goal of his career. It was against Corinthians. Despite saying that he perceives racism in the labor market, the237
player stated that he never felt discriminated against by players (Excerpt 9). Excerpt 9238

Alex said he is ”following up” on blacks’ claims for better living conditions. [...] He says he has never felt239
discriminated against by other athletes and considers ”affectionate” nicknames such as ”darky”. ”In soccer we240
fight for equal. Just see that Pelé is black” (Folha Online, 2002a).241

Even if the player does not feel discriminated against as being called darky, it does not mean that the use242
of this form is not prejudiced. Again, it is the context in use that will determine the prestige or stigma of a243
linguistic variant.244

12 V. Variants for Homosexual245

Like disability and blackness, the field of homosexuality has also consolidated the use of the form people in246
prestige variants, for example, in homosexual people and LGBT people (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender).247
This corpus repeats the main meaning in the human being and not in sexuality, whatever the sexual orientation.248
This movement reaffirms the role of euphemism in the functioning of the PCL. The combination of the word249
homosexual with other lexical items softens the meaning for homosexuality.250

In the report ”’Sexual reorientation’ in therapies has new judge approval; council will appeal,” 12/15/2017,251
the decision of a magistrate who authorized psychologists to ”serve gays and lesbians who seek change in sexual252
orientation in cases defined as ’egodistonic sexual orientation’” is discussed (Cancian, 2017). The Federal Council253
of Psychology spoke during the report, differing from the judge’s decision (Excerpt 10).254

13 Excerpt 10255

It is not a question of denying the suffering to which homosexual people are affected by LGBT phobia, however256
understanding that suffering is not in sexual orientations per se, but related to social conditions that give257
pejorative meaning to their expressions and experiences (Cancian, 2017).258

The occurrence of LGBT people follows the same pattern as the euphemism found in other variants.259
The meaning in the use of people humanizes the linguistic form, highlighting the dignity of the human being260

(Excerpt 11).261

14 Excerpt 11262

This year, from January to June, according to the NGO, there were 16 cases of murder of LGBT people in Bahia263
and 123 in Brazil. Last year, GGB reported 319 deaths from homophobia or a hate crime every 27 hours. Of264
this total, 33 (10.3%) were in Bahia, which was only behind São Paulo, with 55 (17%) (Guimarães, 2016).265

Still with emphasis on people, the variant samesex people reveals two important aspects: i) the humanization266
of the form people and ii) the erasure of homosexuality with the withdrawal of the form homosexual. The variant267
inscribes new meanings in use. ”Authorization for same-sex civil marriages is driving Brazilian courts astray.268
Decisions have been taken in different ways in each state of the country” (Brisolla, 2012).269

In the field of homosexuality, an interesting linguistic phenomenon occurs with the replacement of the form270
person by woman and man, in this case homosexual women and homosexual men. The replacement of the generic271
term person occurs because of gender (female and male) (Excerpts 12 and 13).272
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15 Excerpt 12273

Two homosexual women opened a new evangelical church, the Community Cidade de Refúgio (City of Refuge),274
in downtown São Paulo. [...] Located on São João Avenue, in the Santa Cecília neighborhood, the new church275
gathered 300 people on the first day (Folha Online, 2011).276

16 Excerpt 13277

The court has authorized a couple of homosexual men to register a child as a daughter. The men’s names, who278
live in Catanduva (385 km from SP), appear as parents of the girl on the birth certificate (Baptista, 2006).279

The euphemism, as a mechanism of operation of the PCL, can also be verified in variants of the technical280
language. The highlight is the language of the legal field, within the scope of the law operators. The form281
homoaffective is widely used to refer to same-sex social rights, such as marriage, adoption, health insurance,282
death benefits, and inheritance. The term homoaffective, of affective-conjugal character, was coined by the judge283
of the state of Rio Grande do Sul Maria Berenice Dias, in her court decisions. Since then, the variant has been284
used in the legal universe (Excerpt 14).285

17 Excerpt 14286

The rapporteur of the case stated in his decision that ”it is reasonable to claim that it would be important [...]287
to prevent children from the necessary conviviality and care in the first months of life, on the grounds of a lack288
of constitutional or legal provision for the granting of a license in the case of adoption or custody granted to a289
homosexual couple” (Folha Online, 2012).290

In addition to the field of Law, health also bets on euphemism to use politically correct variants. One variant291
stands out in the context of health professionals: men who have sex with men. The meaning used in this form292
is tied to the man who has sex with another man, but he does not define himself as homosexual. In Brazilian293
culture, men who make the role of ”active” are commonly not labelled themselves homosexual. This label is294
reserved for the man who plays the role of ”passive”. The Excerpt 15 show part of the article dealing with AIDS295
cases among homosexuals and heterosexuals.296

18 Excerpt 15297

In 2001, 30.4% occurred among men who have sex with men and 27.4% among heterosexuals. In the country,298
until 2000, 42.5% of the records were transmitted among heterosexuals and 35% among men who have sex with299
men, according to the STD/AIDS National Coordination (Leite, 2003).300

The same meaning path is made when it comes to the homosexual woman. ”The fact that doctors are not301
sensitive should not make the visit unfeasible [...]. Women who have sex with women should make their sexual302
orientation clear and demand appropriate care” (Folha Online, 2002b).303

19 VI. Conclusion304

Politically correct language exists, and its linguistic variants are consolidated and in use, be it in people’s everyday305
speech or in journalistic language and media. This process is not homogeneous, and the prestige of the variants306
changes according to the subjects and social actors.307

In this context, euphemism reveals itself as the main mechanism of functioning of politically correct language,308
softening meanings considered negative and even resignifying linguistic forms. However, it is the linguistic use309
that determines the prestige of a variant in its production context.310

It is worth noting that euphemism can also be stigmatizing, since the exaggeration of this mechanism even311
associated with the diminutive contributes to derogatory senses instead of softening the pejorative burden.312

Finally, the use of many politically correct variants is associated with technical characteristics of the segment313
that integrates, for example, legal and health fields. This reveals that these segments seek linguistic variants that314
portray their audiences in order to respect them in their characteristics.315

Politically correct language is not a law to be followed. However, this modality is consolidated and, although316
not established by legal frameworks, can be considered a linguistic norm in language-society relation. After all,317
the language variants in use, whether politically correct or not, reveal a lot about who uses them.318
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